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Research in environmental sensing and monitoring is especially important in supporting environ-
mental sustainability efforts worldwide, and has recently attracted significant attention and interest.
A key direction of this research lies in modeling and predicting the spatiotemporally varying envi-
ronmental phenomena. One approach is to use a team of robots to sample the area and model the
measurement values at unobserved points. For smoothly varying and hot-spot fields, there is some
work which has been done to model the fields well. However, there is still a class of common envi-
ronmental fields called anisotropic fields in which the spatial phenomena are highly correlated along
one direction and less correlated along the perpendicular direction. We exploit the environmental
structure to improve the sampling performance and time efficiency of planning for anisotropic fields.
In this thesis, we cast the planning problem into a stagewise decision-theoretic problem. we
adopt Gaussian Process to model spatial phenomena. Maximum entropy criterion and maximum
mutual information criterion are used to measure the informativeness of the observation paths. It is
found that for many GPs, correlation of two points exponentially decreases with the distance between
the two points. With this property, for maximum entropy criterion, we propose a polynomial-time
approximation algorithm, MEPP, to find the maximum entropy paths. We also provide a theoretical
performance guarantee for this algorithm. For maximum mutual information criterion, we propose
another polynomial-time approximation algorithm, M2IPP. Similar to the MEPP, a performance
guarantee is also provided for this algorithm. We demonstrate the performance advantages of our
algorithms on two real data sets. To get lower prediction error, three priciples have also been
proposed to select the criterion for different environmental fields.
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Research in environmental sensing and monitoring are especially important in supporting
environmental sustainability efforts worldwide and has recently gained significant attention
and practical interest. A key direction of this research lies in modeling and predicting the
spatiotemporally varying environmental phenomena, which affects our natural and built-up
habitats for aiding our understanding of them and the decision making of the policy makers.
The spatiotemporal structures and properties of phenomena vary with the environmental
physical/biochemical conditions. For example, the phenomena in some environmental fields
could be smoothly varying. Other environmental fields could have a few hot spots. Due to
different spatiotemporal structures, the sampling performance of different classes of sam-
pling strategies will be different. The work of [Low, 2009] shows that adaptive sampling
can exploit the hotspots well and non-adaptive sampling can map the smoothly varying
environmental fields accurately. However, there is still a class of common environmental
fields called anisotropic fields in which the spatial phenomena are highly correlated along
one direction and less correlated along the perpendicular direction (e.g. Fig. 1.1). Due to
ocean current, the anisotropic fields can be easily found in ocean phenomena. Typically,























Figure 1.1: The density of chlorophyll-a in Gulf of Mexico. The values along the coastal line
are close to each other, which is highly correlated. The values along the perpendicular direction
changes a lot, which is less correlated.
1. Ocean phenomena: phytoplankton concentration [Franklin and Mills, 2007], sea sur-
face temperature [Hosoda and Kawamura, 2005], salinity field [Budrikaite˙ and Ducˇinskas,
2005] and velocity field of ocean current [Lynch and McGillicuddy Jr., 2001];
2. Soil phenomena: heavy mental concentration [McGrath et al., 2004], surface soil mois-
ture [Zhang et al., 2011], soil radioactivity [Rabesiranana et al., 2009] and gold con-
centrations [Samal et al., 2011];




4. Other phenomena: rainfall [Prudhomme and Reed, 1999], groundwater contaminant
plumes [Rivest et al., 2012; Wu et al., 2005], air pollution [Boisvert and Deutsch,
2011].
So, for this class of environmental fields, how can we exploit the environmental structure
to improve sampling performance?
To monitor an environmental field in the ocean, land or forest, some work has been
done to find the most informative set of static sensor placements [Guestrin et al., 2005;
Krause et al., 2006; Das and Kempe, 2008b; Garnett et al., 2010]. However, if the area to
monitor is very large, the number of sensors required will be large. For some applications,
such as monitoring plankton bloom in ocean or pH value in a river, the movement of water
discourages static sensor placements as well. In contrast, a team of robots (e.g., unmanned
aerial vehicles, autonomous underwater vehicles [Rudnick et al., 2004]) which can move
around to sample the area will be a desirable solution. To explore an environmental field,
planning sampling paths for the robots become the fundamental problem. However, the
work of [Ko et al., 1995; Guestrin et al., 2005] shows that the problem of selecting the most
informative set of static points is NP-complete. And we are not aware of any work which
can find the most informative paths in polynomial time without strong assumption. So, for
anisotropic fields, can we also exploit the environmental structure to improve time efficiency
of planning?
1.2 Objective
To provide exploration strategy for multiple robots, this thesis aims to address the following
issue:
How can we exploit the environmental structure to improve sampling per-
formance as well as the time efficiency of planning for anisotropic fields?
In statistics community, some work [McBratney et al., 1981; Xiao et al., 2004; Webster
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and Oliver, 2007; Ward and Jasieniuk, 2009; Wackernagel, 2009] has been done to do sam-
pling design for anisotropic fields. To tackle anisotropic effects, these work will adjust grid
spacing so that the less correlated direction will be sampled more than other directions.
However, firstly, these strategies are all for static sensors. As a result, they suffers from
the disadvantages of static sensors which has been stated above. Secondly, these work did
not consider the computational efficiency of planning. In robotics community, the work of
[Low et al., 2009] has defined the information-theoretic Multi-Robot Adaptive Sampling
Problem (iMASP). However, for any environmental field, the time complexity of iMASP
exponentially increases with the length of planning horizon. To reduce the time complex-
ity, the work of [Low et al., 2011] has assumed that the measurements in next stage only
depends on the measurements in current stage. However, for the fields which have large
correlations, this assumption is too strong. The work of [Singh et al., 2007] has proposed
a quasi-polynomial algorithm to find the most informative paths with specified budget of
cost. They proposed two heuristics, spatial-decomposition and branch-and-bound search,
to reduce time complexity. However, spatial-decomposition violates the continuous spatial
correlations of environmental fields. And no performance guarantee is provided for the
branch-and-bound search algorithm.
1.3 Contributions
To do point sampling and prediction, environmental fields are discretized into grids. The
planning problem is cast into a stagewise decision-theoretic problem. With sampled ob-
servations, we adopt Gaussian Process [Rasmussen and Williams, 2006] to model spatial
phenomena. Maximum entropy criterion [Shewry and Wynn, 1987] and maximum mutual
information criterion [Guestrin et al., 2005] are proposed to measure the informativeness of
observation paths. It is found that for many GPs, correlation of two points exponentially
decreases with the distance between the two points. With this property, our work propose
two information-theoretic algorithms which can trade off between sampling performance
and time complexity. Especially, for anisotropic fields, if the robots explore the field along
7
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the small correlated direction, our algorithms can guarantee the sampling performance of
observation paths with little planning time. The specific contributions of the thesis include:
• Formalization of Maximum Entropy Path Planning (MEPP) algorithm: A polynomial-
time approximation algorithm, MEPP, is proposed to find the maximum entropy
paths. We also provide a theoretical performance guarantee on the sampling perfor-
mance of the MEPP algorithm for a class of exploration tasks called transect sampling
task.
• Formalization of Maximum Mutual Information Path Planning (M2IPP) algorithm:
For maximum mutual information criterion, we propose another polynomial-time ap-
proximation algorithm, M2IPP. A theoretical performance guarantee on the sampling
performance of the M2IPP algorithm for the transect sampling task is provided as
well.
• Evaluation of performance: We evaluate the sampling performance of our proposed
algorithms on two real-world data sets. The performance is measured with three met-
rics: entropy, mutual information and prediction error. The results of our algorithms
demonstrate advantages over other state-of-the-art algorithms.
This thesis will be organized as follows. In chapter 2, some background is reviewed. In
chapter 3, related work on exploration strategy is provided. In chapters 4 and 5, our two
proposed algorithms are explained in detail. In chapter 6, experiments on two real-world




In this chapter, we review some background to formalize our problem. In section 2.1, a
class of exploration tasks called transect sampling task to which our algorithms can be
applied is presented. With sampled observations, we adopt Gaussian Process to model the
environmental field, which is reviewed in section 2.2. Entropy and mutual information are
used to measure the informativeness of the sampling paths, which are reviewed in section
2.3.
2.1 Transect Sampling Task
For a discretized unobserved field, the transect sampling task [St˚ahl et al., 2000; Thomp-
son and Wettergreen, 2008] assumes that the number of columns is much larger than the
number of sampling locations in each column. For example, the following figure 2.1 shows
a temperature field which spans over a 25 m× 150 m area is discretized into a 5× 30 grid
of sampling locations (white dots). In this discretized field, each robot is constrained to
explore forward from leftmost column to rightmost column, with one sampling location for
each column. Thus, the action space for each robot given its current location comprises
the 5 locations in the right adjacent column. For the constraint on exploring forward, the
robots with limited maneuverability can explore the area with less complex planning paths
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which can be achieved more reliably.
Figure 2.1: Transect sampling task in a temperature field.
In this thesis, we assume that the robots will perform the transect sampling task. So the
travelling cost of each robot is the horizontal length of the field. And the action space for
each robot is limited. Multiple robots will be applied to explore the field. We assume that
the number of robots will be less than the number of sampling locations in each column.
Our proposed algorithms will find the paths with maximum entropy and the paths with
maximum mutual information for multiple robots.
2.2 Gaussian Process
With sampled observations, we adopt the Gaussian Process [Rasmussen and Williams, 2006]
to model the environmental field. The GP model has been widely used to model environ-
mental fields in spatial statistics [Webster and Oliver, 2007]. A Gaussian Process is a
collection of random variables, any finite number of which have a multivariate Gaussian
Distribution. To specify this distribution, a mean function M(·) and a symmetric positive
definite covariance function K(·, ·) have to be defined for a Gaussian Process. For example,
given a vector A of points and the corresponding vector ZA of random measurements on
these points, P (ZA) is a multivariate Gaussian Distribution. It can be specified with a
mean vector µA and a covariance matrix ΣAA. For the mean vector µA, each entry corre-
sponds to each point u in vector A with M(u). Similarly, in the covariance matrix ΣAA,
each entry corresponds to each pair of points u, v in vector A with K(u, v). If we have the
measurements zA for vector A, given any other unobserved point y, with Bayes rules, we
can know that P (Zy|zA) is also a Gaussian Distribution. For this Gaussian Distribution,
the posterior mean µy|A and the posterior variance σ2y|A which correspond to the predicted
10
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measurement value and the uncertainty at the unobserved point y are given by:
µy|A = µy + ΣyAΣ−1AA(zA − µA) (2.1)
σ2y|A = K(y, y)− ΣyAΣ−1AAΣAy (2.2)
where µy and µA are the prior means which are returned by the mean function M(·), ΣyA
is the covariance vector and each entry of ΣyA corresponds to each point u in vector A with
K(u, y). If there is a vector B of unobserved points, we have:
µB|A = µB + ΣBAΣ−1AA(zA − µA) (2.3)
ΣB|A = ΣBB − ΣBAΣ−1AAΣAB (2.4)
where µB|A is a posterior mean vector and ΣB|A is a posterior covariance matrix. From (2.2)
and (2.4), it is known that the posterior variance does not depend on the measurements of
observed points zA.
2.2.1 Covariance Function
In this thesis, we assume that the GP model has a constant mean function and a stationary
covariance function. Hence, the mean functionM(·) which can be learned with prior data or
expert knowledge will return a constant prior mean for any point. The covariance function
K(·, ·) will not depend on the locations of two points but the distance between two points.
The covariance function used in this thesis is:
K(u, v) , σ2s exp{−
1
2(u− v)
TM−2(u− v)}+ σ2nδuv (2.5)
where σ2s is the signal variance, σ2n is the noise variance, M is a diagonal matrix with
horizontal and vertical length scales `1 and `2, and if u equals v, δuv is 1, otherwise 0.
With the covariance function 2.5, the following lemma shows the least measurement
error in Gaussian Process:
11
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Lemma 2.2.1. In Gaussian Process, given an unobserved point y and any observed vector
A of points, if the noise variance is σ2n, the posterior variance σ2y|A should be larger than
σ2n.
The proof for above result is shown in Appendix A.1. By Lemma 2.2.1, the posterior
variance of an unobserved point can be lower bounded.
With the covariance function 2.5, correlation of two points will exponentially decrease
with the distance between the two points. For example, given two points p1 and p2, when
the distance between point p1 and point p2 linearly increases, the value of K(p1, p2) will
exponentially decrease to zero and the posterior variance σ2p1|p2 will exponentially increase
to the prior variance, which is shown in Fig. 2.2.

















Figure 2.2: The value of K(p1, p2) exponentially decreases to zero and the posterior variance
σ2p1|p2 exponentially increases to prior variance as the distance between point p1 and point p2
linearly increases.
From Fig. 2.2, it can be known that correlation of two points exponentially decreases
with the distance of the two points. And when K(p1, p2) is close to zero, the information
that point p2 can provide for point p1 is very little. Therefore, given an unobserved point y
and a vector A of observed points, we can remove the points A˜ in vector A to approximate
the posterior variance where for each point u in A˜, K(u, y) is close to zero.
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2.3 Entropy and Mutual Information
For a transect sampling task, with sampled observations, the uncertainty at each unobserved
point can be obtained based on the GP model. With the uncertainty, entropy and mutual
information are used to quantify the informativeness of observation paths.
2.3.1 Entropy
Let X be the domain of the environmental field which is discretized into grid cell locations.
Given observation paths P, let X\P be the unobserved part of the field. Let ZX denote
the vector of random measurements on the points in X . Let ZP and ZX\P denote the
vector of random measurements on the points in P and X\P, respectively. To minimize the
uncertainty of the unobserved part, with entropy metric, the problem can be formalized as:
P∗ = arg min
P∈T
H(ZX\P |ZP) (2.6)
where T is the set of all possible paths in the field.
For a vector A of a points, it can be shown that the joint entropy of the corresponding
vector ZA of random measurements is:
H(ZA) = −
∫









2 log(|ΣX\P|P |) (2.8)
where t is the size of X\P and ΣX\P|P is the posterior covariance matrix which can be
obtained with (2.4). With (2.8), the conditional entropy of the unobserved part for paths P
can be obtained. If we use an exhaustive algorithm, the optimal paths can be found. How-
ever, the number of possible paths exponentially increases with the length of the columns
in the field. If the field is large, it is intractable to solve this problem optimally.
13
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With the chain rule of entropy, we have:
H(ZX ) = H(ZP) +H(ZX\P |ZP). (2.9)
Because H(ZX ) is constant, the problem of minimizing the uncertainty of the unobserved
part H(ZX\P |ZP) is equivalent to:
P∗ = arg max
P∈T
H(ZP). (2.10)
In this thesis, we will present an efficient non-myopic algorithm, the MEPP, to find the
paths with maximum entropy.
2.3.2 Mutual Information
Another metric, mutual information, is also proposed to measure the informativeness of
observation paths. Given observation paths P and unobserved part X\P, the mutual in-
formation between ZP and ZX\P is:
I(ZP ;ZX\P) = H(ZX\P)−H(ZX\P |ZP). (2.11)
Based on the mutual information, the problem can be formalized as:
P∗ = arg max
P∈T
I(ZP ;ZX\P) (2.12)
where T is the set of all possible paths in the field. With (2.4) and (2.7), the mutual infor-
mation for paths P can be evaluated in closed form. In this thesis, we will present another




To monitor an environmental field, the robots need to sample locations which can give
more information about the measurement values at unobserved points. Different work has
developed various methods to select the sampling locations, which are shown in table 3.1.
In particular, our strategies are model-based which can find sampling paths for multiple
robots within polynomial time. Moreover, the performance of the sampling paths can be
guaranteed. The differences between our work and other related work are compared below.
3.1 Design-based vs. Model-based Strategies
To sample an unobserved area, some work [Rahimi et al., 2003; Batalin et al., 2004; Rahimi
et al., 2005; Singh et al., 2006; Popa et al., 2006; Low et al., 2007] has designed various
strategies. Based on a designed strategy, the robots adaptively sample new locations until
the strategy condition is satisfied. Because the sampling locations are selected based on the
designed strategy, the performance of the sampling paths cannot be quantified. Moreover,
some of these strategies [Rahimi et al., 2003; Batalin et al., 2004; Singh et al., 2006] need
to pass the area multiple times to sample new locations. However, these strategies will not
be suitable for some robots which are energy-constrained.
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Table 3.1: Comparisons of different exploration strategies (DB: design-based, MB: model-based,
PT: polynomial-time NP: non-polynomial-time, NO: non-optimized, NG: non-guaranteed, PG:
performance-guaranteed, UP: unknown-performance MR: multi-robot SR: single-robot).
hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhExploration strategies
Characteristics
DB MB PT NP NO NG PG UP MR SR
Rahimi et al., 2003; Rahimi et al., 2005 × × × ×
Batalin et al., 2004 × × × ×
Popa et al., 2006 × × × ×
Singh et al., 2006 × × × ×
Low et al., 2007 × × × ×
Meliou et al., 2007 × × × ×
Singh et al., 2007; Singh et al., 2009 × × × ×
Zhang and Sukhatme, 2007 × × × ×
Low et al., 2008; Low et al., 2009 × × × ×
Binney et al., 2010 × × × ×
Low et al., 2011 × × × ×
MEPP × × × ×
M2IPP × × × ×
Instead, our strategies, like those in [Meliou et al., 2007; Zhang and Sukhatme, 2007;
Singh et al., 2007; Low et al., 2008; Low et al., 2009; Singh et al., 2009; Binney et al., 2010;
Low et al., 2011], assume that the environmental field is realized from a statistical model.
Based on the model, the informativeness of the sampling paths can be quantified. The
problem becomes how to find the most informative paths.
In contrast to design-based strategies, mode-based strategies need some prior knowledge
about the environmental field to train the model. With trained model, the paths can be
planned before sampling the area. Because the sampling paths are already known, the
robots do not need to pass the area multiple times.
3.2 Polynomial-time vs. Non-polynomial-time Strategies
Among those model-based strategies, some of these strategies [Meliou et al., 2007; Zhang
and Sukhatme, 2007; Singh et al., 2007; Low et al., 2008; Low et al., 2009; Binney et al.,
2010] cannot find the sampling paths in polynomial time. For example, in the work of [
Meliou et al., 2007; Singh et al., 2007; Binney et al., 2010], the time complexity for the
proposed algorithms is quasi-polynomial. In the work of [Zhang and Sukhatme, 2007;
16
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Low et al., 2008; Low et al., 2009], the time complexity for the proposed algorithms will
exponentially increase with the length of planning horizon. However, our work, like another
work [Low et al., 2011] can find the sampling paths in polynomial time. For those design-
based strategies, because the sampling locations are selected based on designed strategies,
the time complexity is not a main concern.
3.3 Non-guaranteed vs. Performance-guaranteed Sampling Paths
Among those model-based strategies, some of these strategies [Meliou et al., 2007; Singh
et al., 2007; Low et al., 2008; Low et al., 2009; Binney et al., 2010] cannot guarantee the
performance of the sampling paths. Because the time complexity for these strategies are
non-polynomial time, different heuristics (e.g., greedy heuristic, branch-and-bound search,
anytime heuristic search algorithm) have been used to to reduce time complexity. However,
no performance guarantee has been provided for these heuristics. Although the work of [
Zhang and Sukhatme, 2007] can find the optimal paths, they need assume that the informa-
tion gain from each location is independent from other locations. However, this assumption
violate the spatial correlations of environmental fields.
Instead, our work, like another work [Low et al., 2011], can provide theoretical guaran-
tees for the sampling paths. Although the work of [Low et al., 2011] can provide performance
guarantees, it also need assume that the measurements in next stage only depend on the
measurements in current stage. Our work relax this strong assumption by utilizing a longer
path history. And theoretical guarantees are provided for the optimal paths of our algo-
rithms. For those design-based strategies, the informativeness of the sampling locations
cannot be quantified. As a result, the performance of those sampling paths is unknown.
3.4 Multi-robot vs. Single-robot Strategies
Some work [Rahimi et al., 2003; Batalin et al., 2004; Rahimi et al., 2005; Singh et al., 2006;
Popa et al., 2006; Zhang and Sukhatme, 2007; Meliou et al., 2007; Binney et al., 2010] can
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only generate a path for single robot. For a small sampling task, single robot is easy to
coordinate and deploy. However, it will be difficult for single robot to accomplish a large
sampling task. Instead, our work like those in [Singh et al., 2007; Low et al., 2007; Low
et al., 2008; Low et al., 2009; Singh et al., 2009; Binney et al., 2010; Low et al., 2011] can
generate multiple paths for multiple robots. With multiple robots, a large sampling task
can be completed easily and fast.
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Maximum Entropy Path Planning
In this chapter, we propose the MEPP (Maximum Entropy Path Planning) algorithm, which
can find the paths with maximum entropy. Before presenting our own work, we introduce
the information-theoretic Multi-Robot Adaptive Sampling Problem (iMASP). Although the
optimal paths can be theoretically found by the algorithm for iMASP, its time complexity
exponentially increases with the length of planning horizon.
To reduce time complexity and provide a tight performance guarantee, we exploit the
covariance function for the property that correlation of two points exponentially decreases
with the distance between the two points. With this property, the MEPP algorithm is
proposed in section 4.3. In section 4.4, the analysis for its time complexity is provided,
which shows the MEPP algorithm is polynomial time. We provide a performance guarantee
for the MEPP algorithm in section 4.5.
4.1 Notations and Preliminaries
Let the transect be discretized into a r × n grid of sampling locations. The columns of the
field are indexed in an increasing order. The leftmost column is indexed as ‘1’, rightmost
column as ‘n’. Each planning stage corresponds to each column with the same index. In
each stage, every robot takes an observation which comprises its location and measurement.
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We assume that there are k robots to explore the area and k is less than the number of
rows. In stage i, let xi denote the row vector of these k sampling locations and Zxi denote
the corresponding row vector of k random measurements. And let xji indicate the j-th
(1 ≤ j ≤ k) location in vector xi. In addition, let xi:l represent the vector of all sampling
locations from stage i to stage l (i.e., xi:l , (xi, . . . , xl) ) and Zxi:l denote the vector of all
corresponding random measurements (i.e., Zxi:l , (Zxi , . . . , Zxl)).
Given vectors x1, . . . , xn, the robots can sample the area from leftmost column to right-
most column. Given vector xi−1 of locations, we assume that the robots can deterministi-
cally move to vector xi of locations. Let Xi denote the set of all possible xi in stage i. Let
X be a variable that can denote Xi in any stage. Because the sampling points in each stage
are the same, the number of possible vectors |X| in each stage is the same. To save energy,
we also assume that each robot will not cross the paths of other robots. As a result, given
the number of rows r, the number of all possible vectors |X| in each stage is Ckr .
4.2 iMASP
To find the paths with maximum entropy, the work of [Low et al., 2009] has defined iMASP.
Given observation paths x1:n, using the chain rule of entropy, we have




Based on (4.1), the work of [Low et al., 2009] has proposed the following n-stage dynamic
programming equations to calculate maximum conditional entropy in each stage:
V ∗i (x1:i−1) = max
xi∈Xi
H(Zxi |Zx1:i−1) + V ∗i+1(x1:i) (4.2)
V ∗n (x1:n−1) = max
xn∈Xn
H(Zxn |Zx1:n−1) (4.3)
for stages i = 1, . . . , n− 1. For the first stage, because there is no previous stage, x1:0 is a
vector which has no element. Hence, H(x1|x1:0) is equvilent to H(x1). Because the field is
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where Σxi|x1:i−1 is defined in (2.4). Based on (4.4), the optimal paths of iMASP are x∗1:n ,
(x∗1, . . . , x∗n) where for stages i = 1, . . . , n, given x∗1:i−1, x∗i is the vector in (4.2) or (4.3) which
returns the largest value. It can be computed that the time complexity of the algorithm for
iMASP is O(|X|n(kn)3). As a result, the time complexity will exponentially increase with
the length of planning horizon. To avoid this intractable complexity, an anytime heuristic
search algorithm [Korf, 1990] has been used to approximate the optimal paths. However,
no performance guarantee is provided for this heuristic search algorithm.
4.3 MEPP Algorithm
To balance the time complexity and the performance guarantee, we exploit the covariance
function for the property that correlation of two points exponentially decreases with the
distance between the two points. As a result, when we predict the posterior variance of
an unobserved point y given a vector A of points, we can remove the points A˜ from vector
A to approximate the posterior variance, where for each point u in A˜, K(u, y) is a small





i−m−1) is a small value. And we can prove that the entropy decrease for this
truncation can be bounded. Consequently, the joint entropy H(Zx1:n) can be approximated
by the following formula :
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According to (4.5), the following dynamic programming equations are proposed to approx-
imate maximum conditional entropy in each stage:
V mei (xi−m:i−1) = max
xi∈Xi
H(Zxi |Zxi−m:i−1) + V mei+1(xi−m+1:i) (4.6)
V men (xn−m:n−1) = max
xn∈Xn
H(Zxn |Zxn−m:n−1) (4.7)
for stages i = m+ 1, . . . , n− 1. To get the optimal vector xme1:m in first m stages, we can use
the following equation:
xme1:m = arg max
x1:m∈X1:m
H(Zx1:m) + V mem+1(x1:m) (4.8)
where X1:m is the set of all possible x1:m over the first m stages. Based on (4.4), the optimal
paths of the MEPP algorithm are xme1:n , (xme1:m, xmem+1, . . . , xmen ) where xme1:m is from (4.8) and
for stages i = m+ 1, . . . , n, given xmei−m:i−1, xmei is the vector in (4.6) or (4.7) which returns
the largest value. It can be found that when m = 1, the MEPP algorithm is the same as the
Markov-Based iMASP in the work of [Low et al., 2011]. As a result, our work generalizes
the work of [Low et al., 2011] by utilizing a longer path history.
4.4 Time Analysis
Theorem 4.4.1. Let |X| be the number of possible vectors in each stage. Determining
the optimal paths based on m-order Markov property for the MEPP algorithm requires
O(|X|m+1[n+ (km)3]) time, where n is the number of columns.
Given vector xi−m:i−1, to get the posterior entropy H(Zxi |Zxi−m:i−1) over all possible
xi ∈ Xi, we need |X| × O((km)3) = O(|X|(km)3) operations. And in each stage, there are
|X|m possible xi−m:i−1 over m previous stages. Hence, in each stage, to get the optimal val-
ues for |X|m vectors, we need |X|m×O(|X|(km)3) = O(|X|m+1(km)3) operations. Because
we have used the stationary covariance function, the covariance function only depends on
the distance between points. Thus, the entropy values calculated for one stage are the same
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as the values in other stages. We can propagate the optimal values from stage n−1 to m+1
and the time needed is O(|X|m+1(n − m − 1)). To get vector xme1:m, we need to compute
the joint entropy H(Zx1:m) for all possible x1:m over first m stages. Hence, the time needed
to get the vector xme1:m is O(|X|m(km)3). As a result, the time complexity for the MEPP
algorithm is O(|X|m+1[(n−m− 1) + (km)3] + |X|m(km)3) = O(|X|m+1[n+ (km)3]).
Comparing with the iMASP which requires O(|X|n(kn)3), this algorithm scales well
with large n. Though, it is less efficient than Markov-Based iMASP which needs O(|X|2(n+
k3)), the MEPP algorithm is also efficient in practice, which is demonstrated in section 6.4
4.5 Performance Guarantees
In section 4.3, we have defined the MEPP algorithm with the m-order Markov property.
The following lemma shows the optimality of the results of the MEPP algorithm in terms
of conditional entropy with m previous vectors:














The proof for this result is shown in Appendix A.2. From this lemma, given the op-
timal paths x∗1:n of iMASP, inequality (4.9) still holds. This is because if we consider the
conditional entropy in each stage with all previous vectors, the joint entropy of the paths
x∗1:n is the maximal one. However, if we consider the conditional entropy in each stage only
with m previous vectors, the paths xme1:n are the optimal paths.
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Let ω1 and ω2 be the horizontal and vertical width of the grid cell. Let `′1 , `1/ω1 and
`′2 , `2/ω2 denote the normalized horizontal and vertical length scales, respectively. Given
vector xi−m−1 and vector xi−m:i−1, for any vector xi, the entropy decrease can be bounded
by the following lemma:
Lemma 4.5.2. Let ε , σ2s exp{− (m+1)
2
2`′21
}. Given vector xi−m−1 and vector xi−m:i−1, for
any vector xi, the entropy decrease can be bounded by
H(Zxi−m−1 |Zxi−m:i−1)−H(Zxi−m−1 |Zxi−m:i−1 , Zxi)




The proof for this lemma is shown in Appendix A.3. With a similar proof, given vector
xi−t:i−1 in t previous stages, where t ≥ m, the entropy decrease H(Zxi−t−1 |Zxi−t:i−1) −
H(Zxi−t−1 |Zxi−t:i−1 , Zi) is less than k2 log{1 + ε
2
σ2n(σ2n+σ2s)
}. As a result, with the chain rule
of entropy, given vector xi and vector xi−m:i−1 in m previous stages, the entropy decrease
for losing the vectors in all further previous stages can be bounded by following corollary:
Corollary 4.5.3. Given vector xi and vector xi−m:i−1 in m previous stages, the entropy
decrease for losing the vectors in all further previous stages can be bounded by
H(Zxi |Zxi−m:i−1)−H(Zxi |Zx1:i−1)




The proof for this corollary is shown in Appendix A.4. From this corollary, H(Zxi |Zxi−m:i−1)
is close to H(Zxi |Zx1:i−1).
Lemma 4.5.1 shows the optimality of the results of the MEPP algorithm with respect to
the conditional entropy with m previous vectors. And corollary 4.5.3 shows the conditional
entropy with m previous vectors is close to the conditional entropy with all previous vectors.
As a result, the joint entropy of the optimal paths of the MEPP algorithm is close to the
optimal paths of iMASP. The following theorem bounds the entropy decrease between the
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optimal paths xme1:n of the MEPP algorithm and the optimal paths x∗1:n of iMASP:
Theorem 4.5.4. Let xme1:n be the optimal paths of the MEPP algorithm and x∗1:n be the
optimal paths of iMASP. Let ε , σ2s exp{− (m+1)
2
2`′21
}, the entropy decrease between the two
paths can be bounded by




The proof for the above result is shown in Appendix A.5. According to theorem 4.5.4,
the performance guarantee is bounded by the number of columns n, the value of m, the
number of robots k and the value of ε. And the value of ε depends on the value of m and the
normalized horizontal length scale. Hence, there are a few ways to improve the performance
bound: (a) transect sampling task with small number of columns, (b) environmental fields
with small horizontal length scales or large horizontal discretization width, (c) using a small
number of robots, (d) using a large value of m. In particular, for anisotropic fields, if the
robots along the small correlated direction, the value of ε will be small. As a result, we can
use a small m which incur little planning time to bound the sampling performance.
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Maximum Mutual Information Path
Planning
In this chapter, we propose another approximation algorithm, M2IPP (Maximum Mutual
Information Path Planning), to find the paths with maximum mutual information. Similar
to maximum entropy path planning, if we use the exhaustive algorithm to find the optimal
paths, the time complexity will exponentially increase with the length of planning horizon.
In the previous chapter, we have proposed the MEPP algorithm with m-order Markov
property. The time complexity for this algorithm is polynomial and the performance can
be guaranteed. However, in section 5.2, we show that the m-order Markov property cannot
be applied to maximum mutual information criterion. To solve this problem, a different
approximation method is proposed in section 5.3 . Based on this approximation method,
the M2IPP algorithm is proposed in section 5.4. In section 5.5, the analysis for its time
complexity is provided, which shows the M2IPP algorithm is also polynomial time. In
section 5.6, we provide a performance guarantee for the M2IPP algorithm.
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5.1 Notations
With sampling locations xi in stage i, the row vector ui of unobserved locations in this
stage can be determined. Let Zui denote the row vector of corresponding random measure-
ments. With sampling locations xi:l from stage i to stage l, let ui:l denote the vector of
all unobserved locations in these stages (i.e., ui:l , (ui, . . . , ul)) and Zui:l denote the vector
of all corresponding random measurements (i.e., Zui:l , (Zui , . . . , Zul)). Given observation
paths x1:n, let u1:n denote the unobserved part of the field.
5.2 Problem Definition
With observation paths x1:n and unobserved part u1:n of the field (e.g., Fig. 5.1a), the
mutual information between Zx1:n and Zu1:n is
I(Zx1:n ;Zu1:n) = H(Zx1:n)−H(Zx1:n |Zu1:n). (5.1)
Given paths x1:n, with (5.1) and (4.4), the mutual information can be evaluated in closed
form. As a result, if we use the exhaustive algorithm, the optimal paths can be found.
However, to enumerate all possible paths in the field, the time complexity will exponentially
increase with the length of planning horizon.
In the previous chapter, we have applied the m-order Markov property to maximum
entropy criterion to reduce time complexity. However, this property cannot be applied to
maximum mutual information criterion. The reason is as follows. From (5.1), with the
chain rule of entropy, we have
I(Zx1:n ;Zu1:n) = I(Zx1 ;Zu1:n) +
n∑
i=2
I(Zxi ;Zu1:n |Zx1:i−1). (5.2)
From (5.2), the conditional mutual information I(Zxi ;Zu1:n |Zx1:i−1) in stage i depends on
vector x1:i−1 and vector u1:n. If we apply the m-order Markov property to (5.2), we have
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following formula:
I(Zx1:n ;Zu1:n) ≈ I(Zx1:m ;Zu1:n) +
n∑
i=m+1
I(Zxi ;Zu1:n |Zxi−m:i−1). (5.3)
Although vector x1:i−1 can be approximated with vector xi−m:i−1 in (5.3), vector u1:n is
unknown. Given current vector xi and vector xi−m:i−1, we can only get vector ui−m:i of
unobserved locations (e.g., Fig. 5.1b). With vector ui−m:i, the conditional mutual informa-
tion in stage i cannot be determined. Therefore, we cannot propose a similar approximation
algorithm with the m-order Markov property for maximum mutual information criterion.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.1: Visualization of applying m-order Markov property to maximum mutual information
criterion.
5.3 Problem Analysis
From the previous section, it is known that given current vector xi and vector xi−m:i−1, the
conditional mutual information I(Zxi ;Zu1:n |Zx1:i−1) cannot be approximated. To approxi-
mate the conditional mutual information in each stage, we need to approximate vector u1:n
as well. We address this issue still by exploiting the covariance function for the property
that correlation of two points exponentially decreases with the distance between the two
points. According to this property, for vector xi, we can use vector ui−m:i+m in this stage
to approximate vector u1:n. Due to small correlation, the information that other points in
vector u1:n can provide is negligible. And we can bound the mutual information decrease
in each stage incurred by ignoring other points. Consequently, (5.1) can be approximated
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as follows:




+ I(Zxn−m:n ;Zun−2m:n |Zxn−2m:n−m−1). (5.4)
From (5.4), the approximated unobserved part for vector xi is vector ui−m:i+m. However,
if we only use the m-order Markov property, we still only get vector ui−m:m. And some
points in vector ui−m:i+m are still unknown (e.g., Fig. 5.2a). Thus, instead of using the
m-order Markov property, we enumerate all possible paths in 2m previous stages. Different
from maximum entropy path planning, the reward in each stage is the conditional mutual
information for the vector in the middle of the paths (e.g., Fig. 5.2b).
(a) (b)
Figure 5.2: Visualization of the approximation method of the M2IPP algorithm.
Consequently, (5.4) can be rewritten as follows:




+ I(Zxn−m:n ;Zun−2m:n |Zxn−2m:n−m−1). (5.5)
With current vector xi and vector xi−2m:i−1 in 2m previous stages, the approximated un-
observed part of the field ui−2m:i for vector xi−m can be determined. As a result, the
conditional mutual information for vector xi−m can be obtained. For the vectors in first
m stages, there is no path history of m stages. We use vector u1:2m as their approximated
unobserved part of the field. So, the conditional mutual information for the first m vec-
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tors can be grouped together. Similarly, for vectors xn−m:n in last m + 1 stages, we use
vector un−2m:n as their approximated unobserved part of the field and the conditional mu-
tual information for the last m + 1 vectors can be grouped together. With the sum of the
approximated values in all stages, we can approximate the maximum mutual information
paths.
5.4 M2IPP Algorithm
From the previous section, with current vector xi and vector xi−2m:i−1, the conditional
mutual information for vector xi−m can be obtained. Consequently, the following dynamic
programming formulas are proposed to approximate maximum conditional mutual informa-
tion in each stage:
V mii (xi−2m:i−1) = max
xi∈Xi
I(Zxi−m ;Zui−2m:i |Zxi−2m:i−m−1) + V mii+1(xi−2m+1:i) (5.6)
V min (xn−2m:n−1) = max
xn∈Xn
I(Zxn−m:n ;Zun−2m:n |Zxn−2m:n−m−1) (5.7)
for stages i = 2m + 1, . . . , n − 1. To get the optimal vector xmi1:2m in first 2m stages, the
following equation can be used:
xmi1:2m = arg max
x1:2m∈X1:2m
I(Zx1:m , Zu1:2m) + V mi2m+1(x1:2m) (5.8)
where X1:2m is set of all possible x1:2m over the first 2m stages. Based on (4.4), the optimal
paths of the M2IPP algorithm are xmi1:n , (xmi1:2m, xmi2m+1, . . . , xmin ) where xmi1:2m is from (5.8)
and for stages i = 2m + 1, . . . , n, given xmii−2m:i−1, xmii is the vector in (5.6) or (5.7) which
returns the largest value.
5.5 Time Analysis
Theorem 5.5.1. Let |X| be the number of possible vectors in each stage. Determining the
optimal paths of the M2IPP algorithm requires O(|X|2m+1(n + 2[r(2m + 1)]3)), where r is
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the number of rows, n is the number of columns, and m is the value used for approximated
unobserved part of the field in each stage.
Given vector xi−2m:i−1, to get the conditional mutual information for vector xi−m over
all possible xi ∈ Xi, we need |X| × O([r(2m+ 1)]3) = O(|X|[r(2m+ 1)]3) operations. And
in each stage, there are |X|2m possible xi−2m:i−1 over 2m previous stages. Hence, in each
stage, to get the optimal values for |X|2m vectors, we need |X|2m ×O(|X|[r(2m + 1)]3) =
O(|X|2m+1[r(2m+1)]3) operations. Similar to the MEPP algorithm, the conditional mutual
information calculated for one stage is the same as the values in other stages. Thus, we
can propagate the optimal values from stage n − 2 to 2m + 1 and the time needed is
O(|X|2m+1(n−2m−2)). Subsequently, it requires O(|X|2m+1[r(2m+1)]3) time to calculate
the conditional mutual information for last m+1 vectors. To get the mutual information for
the first m vectors, the time needed is O(|X|2m[r(2m)]3). As a result, the time complexity
for the M2IPP algorithm is O(|X|2m+1(n− 2m− 2 + [r(2m+ 1)]3) + |X|2m+1[r(2m+ 1)]3 +
|X|2m[r(2m)]3) = O(|X|2m+1(n+ 2[r(2m+ 1)]3)).
Comparing to the greedy algorithm (6.2) in section 6.1 which requires considering all
unobserved points in each stage, our algorithm just need to consider the unobserved points
in 2m+1 columns. As a result, for a transect sampling task with a large number of columns,
our algorithm is still efficient.
5.6 Performance Guarantees
In section 5.4, we have formulated the M2IPP algorithm with the approximation method
proposed in section 5.3. The following lemma shows the optimality of the results of the
M2IPP algorithm in terms of approximated conditional mutual information:
Lemma 5.6.1. Let xmi1:n be the optimal paths of the M2IPP algorithm, for any other paths
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+ I(Zxn−m:n ;Zun−2m:n |Zxn−2m:n−m−1) (5.9)
where umi1:n and u1:n are the unobserved part of the field for observation paths xmi1:n and x1:n,
respectively.
The proof for this result is shown in Appendix B.1. From this lemma, given the optimal
paths x?1:n of the exhaustive algorithm, inequality (5.9) still holds. This is because if we
consider the conditional mutual information in each stage with all previous vectors and
the whole unobserved part of the field, the mutual information between the observation
paths x?1:n and the corresponding unobserved part u?1:n is the maximal one. However,
if we consider the conditional mutual information with approximated path history and
approximated unobserved part in each stage, the paths xmi1:n are the optimal paths.
Similar to corollary 4.5.3, we can bound the mutual information decrease in each stage as
well. Let ω1 and ω2 be the horizontal and vertical width of the grid cell. Let `′1 , `1/ω1 and
`′2 , `2/ω2 denote the normalized horizontal and vertical length scales, respectively. Given
the approximated path history xi−2m:i−m−1 and approximated unobserved part ui−2m:i, the
following lemma bounds the mutual information decrease for loosing the path history and
the unobserved points in other stages:
Lemma 5.6.2. Given vector xi and vector xi−2m:i−1, the approximated unobserved part of
the field ui−2m:i for vector xi−m can be obtained. Let ε , σ2s exp{− (m+1)
2
2`′21
}, if there are r
rows and n columns in the field, the mutual information decrease for loosing the path history
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and the unobserved points in other stages can be bounded with following formulas:
I(Zxi−m ;Zu1:n |Zx1:i−m−1)− I(Zxi−m ;Zui−2m:i |Zxi−2m:i−m−1) = Ai−m −Bi−m (5.10)
where
Ai−m = H(Zxi−m |Zxi−2m:i−m−1 , Zui−2m:i)−H(Zxi−m |Zx1:i−m−1 , Zu1:n) , (5.11)
Bi−m = H(Zxi−m |Zxi−2m:i−m−1)−H(Zxi−m |Zx1:i−m−1) (5.12)
and








The proof for this lemma is shown in Appendix B.3. With the definition of mutual
information, (5.10), (5.11), (5.12) can be obtained. For Bi−m, with corollary 4.5.3, the
inequality (5.14) can be obtained. For Ai−m, all points in vector (x1:i−1, u1:n), which are
away from vector xi−m within m stages are in the vector (xi−m:i−1, ui−2m:i). As a result,
other points provide little information about the vector xi−m. Then, the value for Ai−m
can be bounded by inequality (5.13).
The lemma 5.6.1 shows the optimality of the results of the M2IPP algorithm in terms
of approximated conditional mutual information. And the lemma 5.6.2 shows the mutual
information decrease in each stage can be bounded. As a result, the mutual information
of the results of the M2IPP algorithm is close to the optimal results. The following lemma
bounds the mutual information decrease between the paths xmi1:n of the M2IPP algorithm
and the optimal paths x?1:n of the exhaustive algorithm:
Theorem 5.6.3. Let xmi1:n be the optimal paths of the algorithm M2IPP and x?1:n be the
optimal paths of the exhaustive algorithm. Let ε , σ2s exp{− (m+1)
2
2`′21
}, if there are r rows and
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n columns in field, the mutual information decrease can be bounded with:
I(Zx?1:n ;Zu?1:n)− I(Zxmi1:n ;Zumi1:n) (5.15)




The proof for above result is shown in Appendix B.4. According to the theorem 5.6.3,
the performance guarantee is bounded by the number of columns n, the value of m, the
number of robots k and the value of ε. And the value of ε depends on the value of m
and the normalized horizontal length scale. As a result, there are a few ways to improve
the performance bound: (a) transect sampling task with small number of columns, (b)
environmental fields with small horizontal length scales or large horizontal discretization
width, (c) using a small number of robots, (d) using a large value of m. Similar to the MEPP
algorithm, if the robots explore the anisotropic fields along small correlated direction, we




In the two previous chapters, we have provided the performance guarantees for the two
proposed algorithms, MEPP and M2IPP. In this chapter, we empirically evaluate the per-
formance of these two algorithms on two real-world data sets. The results of our proposed
algorithms are compared to two other existing algorithms based on three performance met-
rics. The data sets and performance metrics are described in section 6.1. The performance
results for the two data sets are presented in sections 6.2 and 6.3. The time efficiency of
the two proposed algorithms is shown in section 6.4. The algorithms are implemented in
Matlab and the experiments are run on a PC with Intel Quad Core Q9550 2.83GHz and
4 GB RAM. In section 6.5, we will discuss how to select criterion to get lower prediction
error for different environmental fields.
6.1 Data Sets and Performance Metrics
In the two previous chapters, we have provided the performance guarantees for the pro-
posed algorithms. To reveal the performance empirically, the algorithms are tested on two
real-world data sets: (a) May 2009 temperature data of Panther Hollow Lake in Pitts-
burgh, PA spanning 25 m by 150 m, (b) June 2009 plankton density data of Chesa-
peake Bay spanning 314 m by 1765 m. The environmental fields in these two data sets
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are modeled with the Gaussian Process. The hyper-parameters (i.e., `1, `2, σ2s , σ2n) are
learned using maximum likelihood estimation (MLE). The learned hyper-parameters are
`1 = 40.45 m, `2 = 16 m, σ2s = 0.1542, and σ2n = 0.0036 for the temperature field and
`1 = 27.5723 m, `2 = 134.6415 m, σ2s = 2.152, and σ2n = 0.041 for the plankton density
field. The temperature field which distributed over 25m× 150m is discretized into a 5× 30
grid (e.g., 6.1d). To investigate how the algorithms perform under different vertical and
horizontal correlations (specifically, length scales), we reduced the horizontal and/or ver-
tical length scales of the original field to produce three other modified temperature fields
(e.g., 6.1a, 6.1b, 6.1c). The remaining hyper-parameters (e.g., σ2s , σ2n) are learned on the
original field with the reduced length scales through MLE. The four temperature fields with
learned hyper-parameters are shown in Fig. 6.1.
 
 








(a) `1 = 5.0 m, `2 = 5.0 m, σ2s = 0.2364, σ2n = 0.0545
 
 








(b) `1 = 5.0 m, `2 = 16.0 m, σ2s = 0.2704, σ2n = 0.0563
 
 








(c) `1 = 40.45 m, `2 = 5.0 m, σ2s = 0.3116, σ2n = 0.0588
 
 








(d) `1 = 40.45 m, `2 = 16 m, σ2s = 0.3926, σ2n = 0.0601
Figure 6.1: Temperature fields which distributed over 25m× 150m are discretized into 5× 30
grids with learned hyper-parameters.
The plankton density field with learned hyper-parameters is shown in Fig. 6.2.
 
 









Figure 6.2: Plankton density field which distributed over 314m × 1765m is discretized into a
8× 45 grid with `1 = 27.5273 m, `2 = 134.6415 m, σ2s = 1.4670, and σ2n = 0.2023.
We will compare the performance of our proposed algorithms with two other state-of-
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the-art algorithms which have also been used as baseline in the work of [Low et al., 2009;
Low et al., 2011]: (a) greedy maximum entropy path planning (GMEPP). Given starting
locations, the GMEPP algorithm greedily selects next vector of locations which maximize
the joint entropy of the observation paths, which can be defined as follows:
V
gme
i (x1:i−1) = max
xi∈Xi
H(Zxi |Zx1:i−1) (6.1)
for stages i = 2, . . . , n; (b) greedy maximum mutual information path planning (GM2IPP).
Given starting locations, the GM2IPP algorithm greedily selects next vector of locations
which maximize the mutual information between the observation paths and the correspond-
ing unobserved part of the field, which can be formulated as follows:
V
gmi
i (x1:i−1) = max
xi∈Xi
I(Zx1:i ;ZX\x1:i) (6.2)
for stages i = 2, . . . , n. For the two algorithms, we will enumerate all possible starting
locations to get the optimal paths.
The performance of the algorithms are evaluated with three different metrics: (a) the
joint entropy of the unobserved part of the field ENT(pi): H(Zu1:n |Zx1:n), where x1:n is
the observation paths, which is denoted by pi, and u1:n is the unobserved part of the field,
(b) the mutual information between the observation paths and the unobserved part of
the field MI(pi): I(Zu1:n ;Zx1:n), (c) the mean square relative prediction error ERR(pi):
|u1:n|−1Σu∈u1:n{(zu−µu|x1:n)/µ¯}2, where zu is the measurement value at point u, and µu|x1:n
is the posterior mean value at point u using (2.1), and µ¯ = |u1:n|−1Σu∈u1:nzu. Both smaller
ENT(pi) and larger MI(pi) imply lower ERR(pi). However, the observations paths with small
ENT(pi) are different from the paths with large MI(pi). For entropy metric, to get smaller
H(Zu1:n |Zx1:n), according to H(Zx1:n , Zu1:n) = H(Zx1:n) + H(Zu1:n |Zx1:n), we need to get
larger H(Zx1:n). To achieve larger H(Zx1:n), the points in x1:n need to be uncertain to each
other. So, to get smaller ENT(pi), we need to select the points which are far away from each
other. For mutual information metric, to get larger H(Zu1:n)−H(Zu1:n |Zx1:n), we need to
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get larger H(Zu1:n) and smaller H(Zu1:n |Zx1:n). To get smaller H(Zu1:n |Zx1:n), similar to
entropy metric, we need to select the points which are far away from each other. However,
to get larger H(Zu1:n), similar to getting larger H(Zx1:n), the points in u1:n need to be far
away from each other. Hence, the points in x1:n cannot be extremely far away from each
other so that the points in x1:n are inside the unobserved points u1:n. Consequently, the
unobserved points can be separated from each other and be far away from each other. As
a result, to get larger MI(pi), we need to select the points which are far away from each
other and can separate the unobserved points from each other. For prediction error metric,
it will show how accurately the field is being mapped by the sampling paths of different
algorithms.
6.2 Temperature Data Results
6.2.1 Entropy Metric
Fig. 6.3 shows the results of ENT(pi) for different algorithms with different number of
robots on the temperature fields. In the experiments, we have used different values of m
for the MEPP algorithm. For the M2IPP algorithm, we have set m = 3 with one robot and
m = 2 with two robots and three robots. With one robot, it can be observed that: (1) On
fields a and b, the MEPP and GMEPP algorithms can achieve smaller ENT(pi) than the
GM2IPP and M2IPP algorithms: for field a or field b, because the correlations of the field
are small, the points of the field are uncertain to each other. So, the joint entropy of each
field is large. And the points selected by maximum mutual information criterion will not
be far away from each other as much as possible, so ENT(pigmi) and ENT(pimi) are much
larger. (2) With a small m (e.g., m = 2), ENT(pime) is the smallest on fields a, b: there are
two reasons which account for this. Firstly, for field a or field b, the horizontal length scale
of the field is small, in each stage our m-order Markov property is enough to exploit the
small horizontal correlation. Secondly, because our algorithm is non-myopic, the paths with
maximum entropy can be found. (3) For fields c and d, increasing the value of m decreases
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the ENT(pime) significantly: for field c or field d, because the horizontal length scale of the
field is large, larger Markov property can exploit the horizontal correlation much more.
With two robots, we have three similar observations as the one-robot case.
With three robots, it can be observed that: (1) On fields a and b, the GM2IPP algorithm
can achieve comparable ENT(pi) to that of the MEPP and GMEPP algorithms: when we
increase the number of sampled locations in each column, the points selected by different
criteria are similar. (2) With a small m (e.g., m = 2), ENT(pime) is the smallest on fields
a, b: the reason has been explained in the second observation under the one-robot case.
(3) On field c, increasing the value of m decreases the ENT(pime) significantly: the reason
is the same as the third observation under one-robot case. (4) On field d, ENT(pime) is
the smallest: when we increase the number of robots, the large vertical correlation can be
exploited more by our non-myopic algorithm.
Summarizing the above observations, it can be observed that: (1) On fields a and b, with
any number of robots, the MEPP algorithm with a small m can achieve smaller ENT(pi)
than other algorithms. (2) On fields c and d, the MEPP algorithm with a large m can
achieve comparable ENT(pi) to that of other algorithms. (3) On field d, increasing the
number of robots (e.g. k = 3), the MEPP algorithm can achieve smaller ENT(pi) than
other algorithms. It can be found that the MEPP algorithm generalizes the work of [Low
et al., 2011] and can still maintain tight performance bounds on fields with large length
scales.
6.2.2 Mutual Information Metric
Fig. 6.4 shows the results of MI(pi) for different algorithms with different number of robots
on the temperature fields. In the experiments, we have used different values of m for the
M2IPP algorithm. For the MEPP algorithm, we have used m = 7 with one robot and m = 5
with two robots and three robots. With one robot, it can be observed that: (1) On fields
a and b, the M2IPP and GM2IPP algorithms can achieve larger MI(pi) than the MEPP
and GMEPP algorithms: since the points selected by the maximum entropy criterion will
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Figure 6.3: The results of ENT(pi) for different algorithms with different number of robots on
the temperature fields.
be far away from each other, some points will be on the border of the field. So some of
the unobserved points cannot be separated from each other. And for field a or field b,
because the correlations of the field are small, the joint entropy of the unobserved part of
the field by maximum entropy criterion will be much smaller than that by maximum mutual
information criterion. As a result, MI(pigme) and MI(pime) are much smaller. (2) On fields a
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and b, MI(pimi) is the largest: for field a or field b, the horizontal correlation of the field is
small, our small Markov property is enough to exploit the horizontal correlation. In each
stage, the M2IPP algorithm consider all the unobserved points around current points and
most of these unobserved points are on vertical line, so the large vertical correlation of field
b can also be exploited.
With two robots and three robots, it can be observed that: (1) When we increase the
number of robots (e.g., k = 3), the MEPP algorithm and GMEPP algorithms can achieve
comparable MI(pi) to that of GM2IPP algorithm: when we increase the number of sampled
locations in each column, the points selected by different criteria are similar. (2) When we
increase the number of robots, MI(pimi) may be worse than other algorithms: because the
value of m we use is small, when the number of robots is large, the performance bound of
the M2IPP algorithm is loose.
6.2.3 Prediction Error Metric
Fig. 6.5 shows the results of ERR(pi) for different algorithms with different number of
robots on the temperature fields. In the experiments, we have set the MEPP algorithm and
the M2IPP algorithm with different values of m. For maximum entropy criterion, with one
robot, it can be observed that: (1) With a small m (e.g., m = 2), ERR(pime) is less than
or equal to ERR(pigme) on fields a and b: the reason is the same as the second observation
under one-robot case in section 6.2.1. (2) For fields c and d, increasing the value of m
decreases the ERR(pime) significantly: the reason is the same as the third observation under
one-robot case in section 6.2.1. With two robots and three robots, it can be observed that:
With a small m (e.g., m = 2), ERR(pime) is less than or equal to ERR(pigme) on fields b,
c and d: for field b, the reason has been explained under two-robot and three-robot cases
in section 6.2.1. For fields c and d, there are two reasons which account for this. Firstly,
because fields c and d are more correlated than fields a, b, all points selected can be used
to predict other points. Although m-order Markov property is not large enough to exploit
the large correlations completely, because our algorithm is non-myopic, the selected points
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Figure 6.4: The results of MI(pi) for different algorithms with different number of robots on the
temperature fields.
can distribute more evenly than the points selected by the greedy algorithm.
For maximum mutual information criterion, it can be observed that: With m = 2,
ERR(pimi) is comparable to ERR(pigmi) on all fields under one-robot and two-robot cases:
although the MI(pigmi) is larger than the MI(pimi), because our algorithm is non-myopic, the
points can be distributed more evenly than the points selected by the greedy algorithm.
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Under three-robot case, ERR(pimi) may be larger than ERR(pigmi): the reason is the same
as the second observation under three-robot case in section 6.2.2.








































































































Figure 6.5: The results of ERR(pi) for different algorithms with different number of robots on
the temperature fields.
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6.3 Plankton Data Results
6.3.1 Entropy Metric
Fig. 6.6 shows the results of ENT(pi) for different algorithms on plankton density field with
different number of robots. In the experiments, we have used different values of m for the
MEPP algorithm. For the M2IPP algorithm, we have set m = 2 with one robot and m = 1
with two robots and three robots. For entropy metric, it can be observed that with any
number of robots, the MEPP algorithm with a small m (e.g. m = 1) can achieve smallest
ENT(pi): this is because small horizontal and large vertical correlations can be exploited by
our m-order Markov property and non-myopic algorithm as explained in section 6.2.1.















































Figure 6.6: The results of ENT(pi) for different algorithms with different number of robots on
the plankton density field.
6.3.2 Mutual Information Metric
Fig. 6.7 shows the results of MI(pi) for different algorithms on plankton density field with
different number of robots. In the experiments, with one robot, we have set m = 4 for the
MEPP algorithm and m = 2 for the M2IPP algorithm. With two robots and three robots,
we have set m = 3 for the MEPP algorithm and m = 1 for the M2IPP algorithm. For
mutual information metric, it can be observed that with any number of robots, the M2IPP
algorithm can achieve MI(pi) performance comparable to that of the GM2IPP algorithm:
because the horizontal correlation is small, small Markov property is enough to exploit the
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horizontal correlation. The large vertical correlation can be exploited by the unobserved
points in each stage.



























Figure 6.7: The results of MI(pi) for different algorithms with different number of robots on the
plankton density field.
6.3.3 Prediction Error Metric
Fig. 6.8 shows the results of ERR(pi) for different algorithms on plankton density field with
different number of robots. In the experiments, we have set the MEPP algorithm and the
M2IPP algorithm with different values of m. For maximum entropy criterion, it can be
observed that: ERR(pime) with a small m (e.g. m = 1) is less than or equal to ERR(pigme)
with any number of robots: the reason is the same as the observation in section 6.3.1. For
maximum mutual information criterion, it can be observed that: ERR(pimi) is comparable
to ERR(pigmi): the reason is the same as the observation in section 6.3.2.
6.4 Time Efficiency
Fig. 6.9 shows the running time of different algorithms to derive the paths with different
number of robots on the temperature field. From this figure, when we use m ≤ 3, the MEPP
algorithm is more efficient than GMEPP algorithm with any number of robots. When we
use m = 1, the M2IPP algorithm is much more efficient than the GM2IPP algorithm with
any number of robots. When we use m = 2, the time efficiency of the M2IPP algorithm is
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Figure 6.8: The results of ERR(pi) for different algorithms with different number of robots on
the plankton density field.
close to that of the GM2IPP algorithm.
















































Figure 6.9: The running time of different algorithms with different number of robots on the
temperature fields.
Fig. 6.10 shows the running time of different algorithms with different number of robots
on the plankton density field. From this figure, it can be observed that when we use m ≤ 3,
the MEPP algorithm is more efficient than the GMEPP algorithm with any number of
robots. It can be also observed that when we use m = 1, the M2IPP algorithm can
achieve significant computational gain over the GM2IPP algorithm, which supports our
time complexity analysis in section 5.5.
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Figure 6.10: The running time of different algorithms with different number of robots on the
plankton density field.
6.5 Criterion Selection
In this section, we will discuss how to select the criterion for different environmental fields.
To answer this question, some principles are proposed. As we know in section 6.1, the
sampling points by the maximum entropy criterion will be faraway from each other. The
sampling points by the maximum mutual information criterion will be faraway from each
other and separate the unobserved points from each other. The following figures show how
the two criteria select the sampling points in an environmental field.









(a) maximum entropy criterion









(b) maximum mutual information criterion
Figure 6.11: Sampling points selected by different criteria.
To get lower prediction error, we propose three principles as follows:
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1. For highly correlated environmental fields, maximum entropy criterion is better. For
small correlated environmental fields, maximum mutual information criterion is bet-
ter.
If the field is highly correlated, the measurement values are close to each other. As we
know, the sampling points by maximum entropy criterion will be faraway from each
other. Some points will be on the border of the area. So the measurement values at
the unobserved points which are on the border can be predicted accurately. Although
there are only a few sampling points inside the area, because the measurement values
are close to each other, the measurement values at the unobserved points which are
inside the area can also be predicted accurately. If we use maximum mutual infor-
mation criterion, there will be too many sampling points which are inside the area.
The measurement values at the unobserved points which are on the border can not
be predicted accurately. So if the field is highly correlated, the maximum entropy
criterion will be better. If the field is small correlated, the measurement values are
different from each other. As we know, the sampling points by the mutual informa-
tion criterion are distributed among the unobserved points. Hence, the measurement
values at the unobserved points can be predicted accurately. If we use the maximum
entropy criterion, some sampling points will be on the border, which can not provide
much information for the inside unobserved points. So if the field is small correlated,
the maximum mutual information criterion is better.
2. If the number of sampling points in each column is large, maximum entropy criterion
is better. If the number of sampling points in each column is small, maximum mutual
information criterion is better.
If the number of sampling points in each column is large, there will be too many
sampling points in the area. To distribute these sampling points well, maximum
entropy criterion is better. If the number of sampling points in each column is small, to
get more information from the unobserved points, the maximum mutual information
criterion is better.
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3. If the number of rows is large, maximum mutual information criterion is better. If
the number of rows is small, maximum entropy criterion is better.
If the number of rows is large, there are many unobserved points which are inside the
area. As we know, some of the sampling points by the maximum entropy criterion will
be on the border, which can not provide much information for the inside unobserved
points. In contrast, the sampling points by the maximum mutual information criterion
will be distributed among the unobserved points. As a result, when the number of
rows is large, the sampling points by the maximum mutual information criterion can
provide more information about the unobserved points. If the number of rows is small,
there are less unobserved points which are inside the area. We need less sampling





In this thesis, we have studied the following problem:
How can we exploit the environmental structure to improve sampling per-
formance as well as the time efficiency of planning for anisotropic fields?
To address the question, this thesis has provided the following novel contributions:
• Formalization of MEPP: It is found that for many GPs, correlation of two points
exponentially decreases with the distance between the two points. With this property,
we found that m-order Markov property can be applied to maximum entropy criterion
to reduce time complexity and guarantee the performance. Consequently, we propose
the polynomial-time approximation algorithm, MEPP. For a class of exploration tasks
called transect sampling task, a theoretical performance guarantee is provided for the
MEPP algorithm.
• Formalization of M2IPP: For maximum entropy criterion, the m-order Markov prop-
erty can be used to reduce time complexity and guarantee the performance. However,
it is found that the m-order Markov property cannot be applied to maximum mu-
tual information criterion. To solve this problem, another approximation method is
provided. Based on this approximation method, we propose the M2IPP algorithm.
The time complexity of the M2IPP algorithm is also polynomial. A theoretical per-
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formance guarantee on the sampling performance of the M2IPP algorithm for the
transect sampling task is provided as well.
• Evaluation of performance: We evaluate the performance of two proposed algorithms
with two real-world data sets. The performance is measured with three metrics:
entropy, mutual information and prediction error. The results of our proposed al-
gorithms are compared with two other state-of-the-art algorithms: GMEPP and
GM2IPP. For maximum entropy criterion, the MEPP algorithm with a small m can
achieve lower joint entropy of the observed part than the GMEPP algorithm on fields
with small horizontal length scales. For the fields with large length scales, the MEPP
algorithm with a large m can also achieve comparable performance. The prediction
error by the MEPP algorithm is smaller than that by the GMEPP algorithm almost
on all fields. When we use m ≤ 3, with any number of robots, the MEPP algorithm
is more efficient than the GMEPP algorithm. For maximum mutual information cri-
terion, the mutual information and the prediction error by the M2IPP algorithm is
comparable to that by the GM2IPP algorithm in two data sets. On the fields with
small number of columns, the time efficiency of the M2IPP algorithm with m = 2
is close to that of the GM2IPP algorithm. However on the fields with large num-
ber of columns, the M2IPP algorithm with m = 1 is much more efficient than the
GM2IPP algorithm. To get lower prediction error for different environmental fields,
we proposed three principles to select the criterion.
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Maximum Entropy Path Planning
A.1 Proof for Lemma 2.2.1
Given any vector A of observed points and an unobserved point y, with (2.2), the posterior
variance of point y is
σ2y|A = σ2y − ΣyAΣ−1AAΣAy (A.1)
where ΣAA is a covariance matrix, ΣyA and ΣAy are covariance vectors. As we know, the
posterior variance σ2y|A should be larger than 0. So if σ2n > 0, we have:
σ2y|A = σ2s + σ2n − ΣyAΣ−1AAΣAy > 0 (A.2)
where the values in the diagonal line of ΣAA are σ2s + σ2n. And if σ2n = 0, we have:
σ2y|A = σ2s − ΣyAΣ−1BBΣAy > 0 (A.3)
where ΣBB is a covariance matrix and ΣBB = ΣAA − σ2nI. According to the covariance
function, the covariance vectors ΣyA and ΣAy do not change.
We define A , ΣAA,B , ΣBB,E , σ2nI,Y , ΣAy,YT , ΣyA. And let W ,
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Σ−1AAΣAy = A−1Y,Y = AW, we have:
WTEW + WTETB−1EW > 0 (A.4)
⇒WTBTB−1EW + WTETB−1EW > 0 (A.5)
⇒WT(B + E)TB−1EW > 0 (A.6)
⇒WTATB−1EW + WTATW > WTATW (A.7)
⇒WTAT(B−1E + I)W > WTATW (A.8)
⇒WTATB−1(E + B)W > WTATA−1AW (A.9)
⇒ (AW)TB−1AW > (AW)TA−1AW (A.10)
⇒ YTB−1Y > YTA−1Y (A.11)
⇒ ΣY AΣ−1BBΣAY > ΣY AΣ−1AAΣAY . (A.12)
For inequality (A.4), because W is a vector and E = σ2nI, we have WTEW > 0. Because B
is a covariance matrix, which is invertible and positive semi-definite, B−1 is positive semi-
definite. Hence, WTETB−1EW ≥ 0 and inequality (A.4) holds. Since B is a covariance
matrix, which is symmetric, we have BT = B. Hence, inequality (A.5) can be obtained




For (A.2), with above result (A.13), we have:
σ2y|A = σ2s + σ2n − ΣyAΣ−1AAΣAy
> σ2s + σ2n − ΣyAΣ−1BBΣAy (A.14)
> σ2n. (A.15)
With inequality (A.3), we have inequality (A.15). Therefore, lemma 2.2.1 holds.
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A.2 Proof for Lemma 4.5.1





















Therefore, given x1:m, we can get the vectors xm+1, . . . , xn which have maximum value for
n∑
i=m+1
H(Zxi |Zxi−m:i−1). With (4.8), we have:
xme1:m = arg max
x1:m∈X1:m
H(Zx1:m) + V mem+1(x1:m) (A.20)
where X1:m is the set of all possible x1:m over the first m columns. With (A.20), the paths
x1:n having maximum H(Zx1:m) +
n∑
i=m+1
H(Zxi |Zxi−m:i−1) can be obtained. Therefore, the
lemma 4.5.1 holds.
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A.3 Proof for Lemma 4.5.2
The following proof is for single-robot case. We will apply the result to multi-robot case.
Let xA , xi−m:i−1, xp , xi−m−1 and we have:
σ2xi−m−1|xi−m:i−1 − σ2xi−m−1|(xi−m:i−1,xi) = σ2xp|xA − σ2xp|(xA,xi) (A.21)
H(Zxi−m−1 |Zxi−m:i−1)−H(Zxi−m−1 |Zxi−m:i−1 , Zxi)
= H(Zxp |ZxA)−H(Zxp |ZxA , Zxi). (A.22)
For (A.21), we have:
σ2xp|xA − σ2xp|(xA,xi)
≤ σ2xp − σ2xp|xi (A.23)








The first inequality is from the assumption that the variance reduction σ2xp|xA−σ2xp|(xA,xi) is
submodular. And the work of [Das and Kempe, 2008a] shows that if with measurements zxA ,
the correlation between Zxp and Zxi does not increase, the variance reduction is submodular.
If we have the measurements zxA , because the points in A are close to xp, σ2xp|xA is small.
Due to the small correlation between xp and xi, the point xi can not reduce σ2xp|xA any
more. As a result, to predict the variance of point xp, the variance will decrease more when
adding point xi to an empty set than adding point xi to a larger set. With (2.2), (A.24) can
be obtained. Note that the distance between any pair of two points which are from stage i





be less than σ2s exp{− (m+1)
2
2`′21
}. Hence, (A.25) can be obtained.
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For (A.22), we have:





















With (4.4), (A.26) can be obtained. The second step (A.27) is using the result in (A.25).
Then, the result (A.29) can be obtained with the lemma 2.2.1.
If there are k robots, each vector x contains k points. Let x1:k indicate the k points of
vector x. With the chain rule of entropy, we have:
H(Zxp |ZxA)−H(Zxp |ZxA , Zxi) (A.30)
= {H(Zx1p |ZxA)−H(Zx1p |ZxA , Zxi)}+ . . .






|ZxA)−H(Zxjp |ZxA , Zxi)}. (A.32)
For each part of (A.31), due to submodularity, the variance reduction will be larger when
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adding xi into a smaller set. Then (A.32) can be obtained. For (A.32), we have:
H(Z
xjp
|ZxA)−H(Zxjp |ZxA , Zx1:ki )
= H(Z
xjp
|ZxA)− {H(Zxjp |ZxA , Zx1i )
+H(Zx2:ki |Zxjp , ZxA , Zx1i )−H(Zx2:ki |ZxA , Zx1i )} (A.33)
= H(Z
xjp
|ZxA)−H(Zxjp |ZxA , Zx1i )
+H(Zx2:ki |ZxA , Zx1i )−H(Zx2:ki |Zxjp , ZxA , Zx1i ) (A.34)
= H(Z
xjp








|ZxA , Zx1:j′−1i )−H(Zxj′i |Zxjp , ZxA , Zx1:j′−1i ) (A.35)




As a result, the entropy decrease H(Zxi−m−1 |Zxi−m:i−1)−H(Zxi−m−1 |Zxi−m:i−1 , Zxi) can be
bounded with the following result:
H(Zxi−m−1 |Zxi−m:i−1)−H(Zxi−m−1 |Zxi−m:i−1 , Zxi)




With a similar proof, we can know that if t ≥ m, H(Zxi−t−1 |Zxi−t:i−1)−H(Zxi−t−1 |Zxi−t:i−1 , Zxi)
should be less than k2 log{1 + ε2
σ2n(σ2n+σ2s)
}. Therefore, the lemma 4.5.2 holds.
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A.4 Proof for Corollary 4.5.3
With the chain rule of entropy, for H(Zx1:i−m−1 , Zxi |Zxi−m:i−1), we have:
H(Zx1:i−m−1 , Zxi |Zxi−m:i−1)
= H(Zxi |Zxi−m:i−1) +H(Zx1:i−m−1 |Zxi−m:i−1 , Zxi). (A.38)
And we also have:
H(Zx1:i−m−1 , Zxi |Zxi−m:i−1)
= H(Zx1:i−m−1 |Zxi−m:i−1) +H(Zxi |Zx1:i−m−1 , Zxi−m:i−1)
= H(Zx1:i−m−1 |Zxi−m:i−1) +H(Zxi |Zx1:i−1). (A.39)
With (A.38) and (A.39), we can get
H(Zxi |Zxi−m:i−1)−H(Zxi |Zx1:i−1)
= H(Zx1:i−m−1 |Zxi−m:i−1)−H(Zx1:i−m−1 |Zxi−m:i−1 , Zxi). (A.40)
For (A.40), with chain rule of entropy, we have:




H(Zxt |Zxt+1:i−1)−H(Zxt |Zxt+1:i−1 , Zxi) (A.42)




With lemma 4.5.2, each part in (A.42) can be bounded. Then inequality (A.43) can be
obtained. Therefore, corollary 4.5.3 holds.
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A.5 Proof for Theorem 4.5.4
Let xme1:n be the optimal paths of the MEPP algorithm and x∗1:n be the optimal paths of


















From (A.44), we have θ ≥ 0. With the chain rule of entropy, the entropy decrease H(Zx∗1:n)−










To apply θ into (A.46), we have to replace each H(Zx∗i |Zx∗1:i−1) with H(Zx∗i |Zx∗i−m:i−1) and
each H(Zxmei |Zxme1:i−1) with H(Zxmei |Zxmei−m:i−1). Let ∆∗i = H(Zx∗i |Zx∗i−m:i−1) −H(Zx∗i |Zx∗1:i−1)
and ∆mei = H(Zxmei |Zxmei−m:i−1) − H(Zxmei |Zxme1:i−1), where i = m + 1, . . . , n. (A.46) can be
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Replacing the θ in (A.48), (A.49) can be obtained. With θ ≥ 0, we can get (A.50) from
(A.49). Because each ∆∗i ≥ 0 (m + 1 ≤ i ≤ n) in (A.50), (A.51) can be obtained. For
(A.51), with corollary 4.5.3, ∆mei ≤ (i−m− 1)k2 log{1 + ε
2
σ2n(σ2n+σ2s)
}, where m+ 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Hence, for the entropy decrease H(Zx∗1:n)−H(Zxme1:n), we have:




Therefore, theorem 4.5.4 holds.
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Maximum Mutual Information Path
Planning
B.1 Proof for Lemma 5.6.1





















I(Zxi−m ;Zui−2m:i |Zxi−2m:i−m−1) + I(Zxn−m:n ;Zun−2m:n |Zxn−2m:n−m−1)}. (B.4)
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As a result, given x1:2m, we can get vectors x2m+1, . . . , xn which have maximum value for
n−1∑
i=2m+1
I(Zxi−m ;Zui−2m:i |Zxi−2m:i−m−1) + I(Zxn−m:n ;Zun−2m:n |Zxn−2m:n−m−1). With (5.8), we
have:
xmi1:2m = arg max
x1:2m∈X1:2m
I(Zx1:m ;Zu1:2m) + V mi2m+1(x1:2m) (B.5)
where X1:2m is the set of all possible x1:2m over first 2m columns. From (5.6) and (5.7), for




I(Zxi−m ;Zui−2m:i |Zxi−2m:i−m−1)+I(Zxn−m:n ;Zun−2m:n |Zxn−2m:n−m−1)
can be obtained. Therefore, lemma 5.6.1 holds.
B.2 Proof for Other Lemmas
Before we show the proof for lemma 5.6.2 and theorem 5.6.3, the following lemmas are
needed.
Lemma B.2.1. Let ε , σ2s exp{− (m+1)
2
2`′21
}. Given vector xi−m, vector xi−2m:i−m−1 and
vector ui−2m:i, for any vector xi−2m−1, we have:
H(Zxi−2m−1 |Zxi−2m:i−m−1 , Zui−2m:i)−H(Zxi−2m−1 |Zxi−2m:i−m−1 , Zui−2m:i , Zxi−m)




With submodularity and lemma 4.5.2, the result can be easily obtained. As a result, we
know that if t ≤ i−2m−1, H(Zxt |Zxt+1:i−m−1 , Zui−2m:i)−H(Zxt |Zxt+1:i−m−1 , Zui−2m:i , Zxi−m)
should be less than k2 log{1 + ε2
σ2n(σ2n+σ2s)
}.
Corollary B.2.2. Let ε , σ2s exp{− (m+1)
2
2`′21
}. Given vector xi−m, vector xi−2m:i−m−1 and
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vector ui−2m:i, for any vector ui−2m−1, we have:
H(Zui−2m−1 |Zxi−2m:i−m−1 , Zui−2m:i)−H(Zui−2m−1 |Zxi−2m:i−m−1 , Zui−2m:i , Zxi−m)




Because the number of rows is r and the number of sampling locations in each column
is k, the number of unobserved locations in each column is r − k. Hence, the size of vector
ui−2m−1 is r−k. With a similar proof as lemma 4.5.2, the result can be obtained. As a result,
if t ≤ i − 2m − 1, H(Zut |Zxi−2m:i−m−1 , Zut+1:i) −H(Zut |Zxi−2m:i−m−1 , Zut+1:i , Zxi−m) should
be less than (r− k)k log{1 + ε2
σ2n(σ2n+σ2s)
}. And if t ≥ i+ 1, H(Zut |Zxi−2m:i−m−1 , Zui−2m:t−1)−
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Lemma B.2.3. Let ε , σ2s exp{− (m+1)
2
2`′21
}. Given vector xi−m, vector xi−2m:i−m−1 and
vector ui−2m:i, we have
H(Zxi−m |Zxi−2m:i−m−1 , Zui−2m:i)−H(Zxi−m |Zx1:i−m−1 , Zu1:n)




Let Zx∆ = Zx1:i−m−1\Zxi−2m:i−m−1 and Zu∆ = Zu1:n\Zui−2m:i .
H(Zxi−m |Zxi−2m:i−m−1 , Zui−2m:i)−H(Zxi−m |Zx1:i−m−1 , Zu1:n)
= H(Zxi−m |Zxi−2m:i−m−1 , Zui−2m:i)− [H(Zxi−m |Zxi−2m:i−m−1 , Zui−2m:i)
+H(Zx∆ , Zu∆ |Zxi−2m:i−m−1 , Zui−2m:i , Zxi−m)
−H(Zx∆ , Zu∆ |Zxi−2m:i−m−1 , Zui−2m:i)] (B.9)
= H(Zx∆ , Zu∆ |Zxi−2m:i−m−1 , Zui−2m:i)
−H(Zx∆ , Zu∆ |Zxi−2m:i−m−1 , Zui−2m:i , Zxi−m) (B.10)
= [H(Zu∆ |Zxi−2m:i−m−1 , Zui−2m:i)−H(Zu∆ |Zxi−2m:i−m−1 , Zui−2m:i , Zxi−m)]












[H(Zxt |Zxt+1:i−m−1 , Zu1:n)−H(Zxt |Zxt+1:i−m−1 , Zu1:n , Zxi−m)] (B.12)












With the chain rule of entropy, (B.9), (B.11) and (B.12) can be obtained. With lemma
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B.2.1 and corollary B.2.2, each part in (B.12) can be bounded. Then inequality (B.13) can
be obtained. Inequality (B.15) can be easily obtained.
B.3 Proof For Lemma 5.6.2
With the definition of mutual information, we have:
I(Zxi−m ;Zu1:n |Zx1:i−m−1) = H(Zxi−m |Zx1:i−m−1)−H(Zxi−m |Zx1:i−m−1 , Zu1:n) (B.16)
I(Zxi−m ;Zui−2m:i |Zxi−2m:i−m−1)
= H(Zxi−m |Zxi−2m:i−m−1)−H(Zxi−m |Zxi−2m:i−m−1 , Zui−2m:i). (B.17)
With (B.16) and (B.17), we have:
I(Zxi−m ;Zu1:n |Zx1:i−m−1)− I(Zxi−m ;Zui−2m:i |Zxi−2m:i−m−1)
= Ai−m −Bi−m (B.18)
Ai−m = H(Zxi−m |Zxi−2m:i−m−1 , Zui−2m:i)−H(Zxi−m |Zx1:i−m−1 , Zu1:n) (B.19)
Bi−m = H(Zxi−m |Zxi−2m:i−m−1)−H(Zxi−m |Zx1:i−m−1). (B.20)
With lemma B.2.3, the value of Ai−m can be bouned by:




With corollary 4.5.3, the value of Bi−m can be bounded by:




Therefore, the lemma 5.6.2 holds.
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B.4 Proof For Theorem 5.6.3
Let xmi1:n be the optimal paths of the M2IPP algorithm and x?1:n be the optimal paths of the










+ I(Zx?n−m:n ;Zu?n−2m:n |Zx?n−2m:n−m−1), (B.23)
and let









+ I(Zx?n−m:n ;Zu?n−2m:n |Zx?n−2m:n−m−1)]. (B.24)
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From (B.23), we have θ ≥ 0. For the mutual information decrease I(Zx?1:n , Zu?1:n) −
I(Zxmi1:n , Zumi1:n), it can be rewritten as:
I(Zx?1:n , Zu?1:n)− I(Zxmi1:n , Zumi1:n)




+ I(Zx?n−m:n ;Zu?1:n |Zx?1:n−m−1)




+ I(Zxmin−m:n ;Zumi1:n |Zxmi1:n−m−1)]. (B.25)
To apply θ into the (B.25), we have to replace I(Zx1:m ;Zu1:n) with I(Zx1:m ;Zu1:2m), each
I(Zxi−m ;Zu1:n |Zx1:i−m−1) with I(Zxi−m ;Zui−2m:i |Zxi−2m:i−m−1) where 2m+1 ≤ i ≤ n−1 and
I(Zxn−m:n ;Zu1:n |Zx1:n−m−1) with I(Zxn−m:n ;Zun−2m:n |Zxn−2m:n−m−1).
With the definition of mutual information, we have :
I(Zx1:m ;Zu1:n) = H(Zx1:m)−H(Zx1:m |Zu1:n) (B.26)
I(Zx1:m ;Zu1:2m) = H(Zx1:m)−H(Zx1:m |Zu1:2m). (B.27)
With the chain rule of entropy, we have:
H(Zx1:m |Zu1:2m)−H(Zx1:m |Zu1:n)
= H(Zx1 |Zu1:2m)−H(Zx1 |Zu1:n) + . . .




H(Zxt |Zx1:t−1 , Zu1:2m)−H(Zxt |Zx1:t−1 , Zu1:n) (B.29)




With a similar proof as lemma B.2.3, each part in (B.29) can be bounded. Then, inequality
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(B.30) can be obtained.
Apply (B.30) to (B.26) and (B.27), we have:
I(Zx1:m ;Zu1:n)− I(Zx1:m ;Zu1:2m) = A1:m (B.31)
where




With the lemma 5.6.2, each I(Zxi−m ;Zu1:n |Zx1:i−m−1) can be replaced with
I(Zxi−m ;Zui−2m:i |Zxi−2m:i−m−1), where 2m+ 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1.
With the definition of mutual information, we have:
I(Zxn−m:n ;Zu1:n |Zx1:n−m−1)
= H(Zxn−m:n |Zx1:n−m−1)−H(Zxn−m:n |Zx1:n−m−1 , Zu1:n) (B.33)
I(Zxn−m:n ;Zun−2m:n |Zxn−2m:n−m−1)
= H(Zxn−m:n |Zxn−2m:n−m−1)−H(Zxn−m:n |Zxn−2m:n−m−1 , Zun−2m:n). (B.34)





H(Zxt |Zxn−2m:t−1)−H(Zxt |Zx1:t−1) (B.35)




With corollary 4.5.3, inequality (B.36) can be obtained.
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With the chain rule of entropy , we have:
H(Zxn−m:n |Zxn−2m:n−m−1 , Zun−2m:n)




{H(Zxt |Zxn−2m:t−1 , Zun−2m:n)
−H(Zxt |Zx1:t−1 , Zu1:n)} (B.37)




With a similar proof as lemma B.2.3, inequality (B.38) can be obtained.
Apply the results (B.36) and (B.38) to (B.33) and (B.34), we have:
I(Zxn−m:n ;Zu1:n |Zx1:n−m−1)
− I(Zxn−m:n ;Zun−2m:n |Zxn−2m:n−m−1)
= An−m:n −Bn−m:n (B.39)
where
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With above results, (B.25) can be rewritten as:
I(Zx?1:n ;Zu?1:n)− I(Zxmi1:n ;Zumi1:n)




[A?i−m −B?i−m + I(Zx?i−m ;Zu?i−2m:i |Zx?i−2m:i−m−1)]
+ [A?n−m:n −B?n−m:n + I(Zx?n−m:n ;Zu?n−2m:n |Zx?n−2m:n−m−1)]




[Amii−m −Bmii−m + I(Zxmii−m ;Zumii−2m:i |Zxmii−2m:i−m−1)]
































≤ [m(n− 2m)(r − k)k + (n− 2m− 1 +m+ 1)(n− 2m− 1)rk
+ 12(n− 2m− 1)(n− 2m− 2)k





≤ [m(n− 2m)(r − k)k + (n−m)(n− 2m)rk
+ 12(n− 2m)(n− 2m− 2)k




= [m(n− 2m)(r − k)k + (n−m)(n− 2m)rk
+ 12(n− 2m)(n− 2m)k












With results (B.31), (B.39) and lemma 5.6.2, (B.42) can be obtained. Applying θ in (B.42),
(B.43) can be obtained. Due to θ ≥ 0, inequality (B.44) can be obtained. With results
(B.32), (B.40), (B.41) and lemma 5.6.2, inequalities (B.45) and (B.46) can be obtained.
Other inequalities can be obtained easily.
Then, the value I(Zx?1:n ;Zu?1:n)− I(Zxmi1:n ;Zumi1:n) can be bounded with:
I(Zx?1:n ;Zu?1:n)− I(Zxmi1:n ;Zumi1:n)




Therefore, theorem 5.6.3 holds.
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